
US Leather Cleaning Invoices
Completing invoices for submitting your work to US Leather Cleaning is an essential step in ensuring our staff
can efficiently provide the necessary services for your customers. To streamline the process, it's crucial that
each and every item sent to US Leather is accompanied by a fully completed ticket, either attached to the item
or placed in its pocket. This ensures clarity and accuracy in our service delivery.

Instructions
1. Invoices contain information to contact US Leather Cleaning by phone or preferably by text message.

■ We can answer any questions by text, especially when pictures are sent.
■ Scan the QR code with your phone’s camera to send a text message or type in the number.

2. This is the control number, much like your pin tag or heat seal number.
■ Use this number when contacting us for information.
■ The control numbers are one time use in our system.

3. Checking these boxes indicates the work you are requesting to be completed.
4. This section indicates more information for the item that you are sending.
5. This section is your garment tag information and invoice information. We copy this into our system and

it will be printed on the top of the invoice when we return the item.
6. This section is to write repair instructions or inspection notes.
7. Indicate here if there is an estimate needed for service. Remember you can text us prior to sending a

piece for the estimate.

The left side of the invoice travels with the garment. The right side is your receipt.



Shipping to US Leather Cleaning

FedEx Ground is US Leather Cleaning’s primary parcel delivery service.
US Leather Cleaning uses FedEx to provide pick up and delivery service throughout the United States. This
provides timely service 52-weeks a year. FedEx is available to any customer at any time. Additional charges
may apply. Please see the chart below (pricing subject to change if FedEx changes our rates).

Special request shipping is $18
Express, Next Day, etc., shipments are billed at cost
Wedding gown shipping directly to retail customer: $35.00

Scheduling a pickup with FedEx
To schedule a pickup with FedEx you will need to call 1-800-463-3339, when prompted, say “Ground Return
Pickup”. Answer questions when prompted. You will need the shipping label information and the approximate
weight of the package. FedEx will come to your business to pick up the package. Be sure the package is ready
to go. This process works with the orange labels provided called PRP labels. You do not need a FedEx
account to ship items to US Leather Cleaning. All shipments are completed on our FedEx account. This
ensures continuity of insurance. We can email shipping labels for printing locally.

You can schedule a pick up online at FedEx.com by selecting Schedule a Pick Up. You will need to create an
online profile at FedEx.com to do this. You can drop the package at any FedEx drop off location. You can find
drop locations at FedEx.com.

Rush Service, Special pickups, and more
Arrangements for special pickups or making special deliveries may be possible when requested. Please
contact customer service for help with this service. Charges may apply. We ship more than 6000 packages a
year, we are very experienced with shipping goods and are ready to assist.


